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 A – monophonic and 3-note polyphonic accompaniment; B – automatic detection of incoming music; C – cueing function; D – polyphonic. Deluxe SoundKit The SoundKit Pro module was introduced alongside the SoundKit on 29 September 2019, priced at $499 USD or €398 EUR. There is a choice of five pre-programmed sound kits available: Pop, Vocal Pop, EDM, Hip-Hop, and Vocals. The
keyboard also features the expansion port for the SoundKit Pro for a combined total of nine sound kits and compatibility with the SoundKit Duo Plus, SoundKit Duo, and SoundKit Trio. The SoundKit Pro module does not include a built-in speaker, and is only supplied with a standard USB cable. The SoundKit Pro module is compatible with the SoundKit Duo Plus and SoundKit Duo. User interface
The SoundKit Pro keyboard has a hexagonal feel to its design and features a hexagonal controller face. It also features a shape that is unique to the SoundKit series, as the keys are arranged in a hexagonal shape. Its dimensions are 25.1 mm x 87 mm x 42.5 mm (1.1 in x 3.4 in x 1.7 in) and weigh 36 g (1.3 oz) The sound modules of the SoundKit series are rated to operate in temperature ranges from

–20 °C to +60 °C (−4 °F to 140 °F), which is a bit wider than what is usually indicated for a laptop. The keyboard is available in white, black, green and blue. Reception Reception to the SoundKit Trio was generally favourable, with Pocket Lint saying "If the Solo is a bit too big for your tastes, the SoundKit Trio can be crammed into a smaller carrying case, but you'll lose a few keys. And if you want
even more performance from your synth, the SoundKit Duo Plus should provide you with the extras you need for that professional sound." Cyrus Farivar of Engadget has an average opinion of the SoundKit Pro module: See also Comparison of MIDI software synthesizers References External links Synth Studio Review Sound Kit Trio Synth Studio Review Sound Kit Duo Plus 82157476af
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